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How to reach us










From Bari’s Airport “Karol Wojtyla”





Airport Shuttle




Shuttle service from and to Bari Airport upon availability at scheduled times, to be booked at least 24 hours before.




By car




	Prendi SS16 direzione Brindisi
	Segui SS16 in direzione di Viale Giuseppe Tatarella. 
	Prendi l’uscita 11 da SS16
	Follow the road signs “VILLA ROMANAZZI CARDUCCI”





Public Transport




	Subway FR2 line to Stazione Centrale (central station)
	Take the exit Quintino Sella 
	6 minute walk across Via Giuseppe Capruzzi
	Your destination is on the left





Or




	Shuttle Bus “Tempesta” to Stazione Centrale (central station)
	Then AMTAB line 6 – stop Quintino Sella












From A14 “Adriatic Highway”





From North




	Exit Bari NORD
	Direction Bari tangenziale
	Exit SS16 BRINDISI – LECCE
	Exit 11 “Poggiofranco” of the bypass of Bari
	Follow the road signs “VILLA ROMANAZZI CARDUCCI”





From South




	Exit BARI SUD (the only exit for Bari)
	Direction Bari tangenziale
	Exit SS16 BRINDISI – TARANTO
	Exit 11 “Poggiofranco” of the bypass of Bari
	Follow the road signs “VILLA ROMANAZZI CARDUCCI”












From Bari Central Railway station





Fino alle 18.00 del giorno di arrivo




Taxi in P.zza Moro fronte Stazione




Oppure




Linea Urbana AMTAB in P.zza Moro fronte Stazione




	Line n° 6 – Stop Via Quintino Sella
	Line n° 10 – Stop Via Quintino Sella
	Line D – Stop Via Via Quintino Sella











Large private parking at the entrance at Via Nicola Di Tullio 82







Discover the attractions



	The pier of San Nicola “N’derr’a la lanze”
	The seaside
	The Norman-Swabian Castle
	Teatro Petruzzelli
	Basilica of Saint Nicholas
	Teatro Margherita
	Art Gallery
	“Pane e pomodoro”, the beach in the city
	Via Sparano
	Discover all the attractions






Contact Us



	+39 080 542 7400
	info@villaromanazzi.com






What they say about Us
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                    An oasis of beauty in the heart of Bari
                        

                        
            A wonderful setting for an amazing experience.
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                    An elegant 
4-star hotel in Bari
                        

                        
            A property of noble origins a few paces away from the city centre.
        

        

    
                            Discover the hotel
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                    Welcoming, spacious and refined design
                        

                        
            The rooms and suites, equipped with every comfort, reflect the peace of the centuries-old park.
        

        

    
                            Plan your stay
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                    Treat yourself to precious time in our wellness area.
                        

                        
            You are in Bari for work, to participate in an event or even simply you are on vacation and you want to take some time just for yourself.
        

        

    
                            Find out more
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                    A journey into taste
                        

                        
            Carducci restaurant was conceived to satisfy our guests’ refined palate, in a comfortable and pleasant environment.
        

        

    
                            Carducci Restaurant
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                    Location for events and convention centre
                        

                        
            Always a point of reference for meetings and events in the centre of Bari.
        

        

    
                            Plan your meeting
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                    A historic and refined location
                        

                        
            Your wedding in Bari as you always dreamed it would be.
        

        

    
                            Let the dream begin
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                    Happy Moments
                        

                        
            Important milestones to celebrate with all the people you love the most.
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                        Check-out
                        
                    

                    
                    
                        Adults
                        
                    

                    
                        Children (0-4)
                        
                    

                

                
                    
                        Check availability
                    

                    Book your stay
                

                
                
                
            

        

            

    
    
			
		

		
			
	
		
			














There are places where you can feel the charm of history, surrounded with modern comfort and style.









There are places where you want to stop by and this is one of them.









Villa Romanazzi Carducci Hotel preserves with the greatest respect the memory of a noble residence which goes back to 1885 and includes a lush park with a huge variety of aromatic trees and elegant garden furniture you can appreciate walking along its several natural paths.




Romantic Anglo-Saxon style rock gardens, balustrades, statues and fountains provide the perfect fusion between the ancient and the modern.




Our smiling, professional and friendly staff will accompany you in every single and special moment of your stay in Bari.










Discover our history





























    

        
            
            

        


        
            
                    
        
            

            
                Rooms

                            

            
            
                
                    Plan your stay
                

                
                
                
                    Check availability
                                    

            

            	
                    CALL THE NUMBER

                    +390809184704

                
	
                    SEND AN E-MAIL TO

                    booking@villaromanazzi.com

                


        

    

                

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Mediterranean elegance, high quality comfort

                                                                
                                    
                                        Seize every opportunity during your stay in our cozy accommodations. Choose among 117 rooms, 4 junior suites, 2 suites, 3 dépendances and 9 apartments.

                                    

                                    Download Directory
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                Wellness

                            

            
            
                
                    Plan your stay
                

                
                
                
                    Check availability
                                    

            

            	
                    CALL THE NUMBER

                    +390809184704

                
	
                    SEND AN E-MAIL TO

                    booking@villaromanazzi.com

                


        

    

                

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Treat yourself to precious time in our wellness area

                                                                
                                    
                                        You are in Bari for work, to participate in an event or even simply you are on vacation and you want to take some time just for yourself.
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                Restaurant

                            

            
            
                
                    Reservations
                

                
                
                
                    Book your dinner
                                    

            

            	
                    CALL THE NUMBER

                    +390809184709

                
	
                    SEND AN E-MAIL TO

                    ristorante@villaromanazzi.com

                


        

    

                

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                A delicious 
spectacle

                                                                
                                    
                                        Flavors of Apulian tradition and new paths of taste come together in a marriage of a creative, “emotional” and refined cuisine, thanks to the competence and the inventiveness of our internationally known chef Felice La Forgia and his staff.

                                    

                                    Download Menu
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                Meeting

                            

            
            
                
                    PLAN YOUR MEETING
                

                
                
                
                    REQUEST INFO ONLINE
                                    

            

            	
                    CALL THE NUMBER

                    +390809184712

                
	
                    SEND AN E-MAIL TO

                    mice@villaromanazzi.com

                


        

    

                

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Business 
with charm

                                                                
                                    
                                        Increase the value of your business.

Honor your event and your guests by organizing meetings, company and social events, congresses, and national and international conferences at Villa Romanazzi Carducci.

                                    

                                    Download brochure
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                Wedding

                            

            
            
                
                    Let the dream begin!
                

                
                
                
                    Get in touch
                                    

            

            	
                    CALL THE NUMBER

                    +390809184702

                
	
                    SEND AN E-MAIL TO

                    wedding@villaromanazzi.com

                


        

    

                

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                The Villa for your unforgettable Wedding day

                                                                
                                    
                                        The late 19th-century charming and noble mansion; the enchanting and immense centuries-old park. Every corner in Villa Romanazzi Carducci is one-of-a-kind.

                                    

                                    Download the brochure
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                Events

                            

            
            
                
                    PLAN YOUR EVENT
                

                
                
                
                    REQUEST INFO ONLINE
                                    

            

            	
                    CALL THE NUMBER

                    +390809184702

                
	
                    SEND AN E-MAIL TO

                    banchetti@villaromanazzi.com

                


        

    

                

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Happy 
moments

                                                                
                                    
                                        Villa Romanazzi can be the right place for hosting your memorable and successful event. From the beginning our staff will understand all your needs and personal preferences; we will plan with you the phases of your event and the menu structure, and we will keep committed in order to become part of your waking dream.
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Best meeting 
space award









Historic venue in the congress sector, it has been able to guarantee high quality services over the years, offering modular rooms, surrounded by greenery, with natural light and perfectly equipped.
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Best Hotel Business 
of the South of Italy









The IMA is the premium Italian award in the world of Business Travel and design to put into the spotlight the most important operators in the sector and the best Italian travel managers.
















Reviews



            
                
                                    

                
                    
                                    
                	
	
				
			Great hotel, well located

			
				
				
				
				
				
			

		

				30/04/2022

				
			
				Helpful and courteous staff, comfortable rooms, a beautiful garden and practical parking.

			
		

	


	
	
				
			Excellent hospitality

			
				
				
				
				
				
			

		

				26/04/2022

				
			
				Hotel that lived up to our expectations. Friendly and helpful staff. Excellent rooms and plentiful breakfast. The staff in the breakfast room very kind!

			
		

	


	
	
				
			Great stay 10 and praise.

			
				
				
				
				
				
			

		

				21/04/2022

				
			
				my group of friends, made up of 12 people, spent two days at the Villa Romanazzi hotel. the experience was really very positive for everyone. It is undoubtedly a beautiful structure, well-kept and welcoming. the staff always available and very professional, excellent both breakfast and dinner in the restaurant. Strategic position. experience 10 and praise!!

			
		

	


	
	
				
			Great facility, with excellent service

			
				
				
				
				
				
			

		

				19/04/2022

				
			
				The facility is beautiful, with a well-kept park even if close to the city center. The rooms are excellent, the one for three people is very large and modern. Service is excellent, perhaps the restaurant could be improved, in menu and opening hours.

			
		

	


	
	
				
			Great stay.

			
				
				
				
				
				
			

		

				10/02/2021

				
			
				Friendly and efficient welcome, excellent value for money, abundant breakfast, clean and comfortable rooms, hotel with large garden and the possibility of parking a car at a modest cost.

			
		

	


	
	
				
			A warranty.

			
				
				
				
				
				
			

		

				26/04/2022

				
			
				As always pleasant.
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                                        The pier of San Nicola “N’derr’a la lanze”
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            Find out more
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Where we are

    Congress center, restaurant, events, wedding location and 4-star hotel in Bari

    Via G. Capruzzi, 326
70124 Bari – Italia

    Directions
    SOCIAL NETWORK

    Follow us on social networks to stay up to date

    	
	
	
	

    


                        

                    

                

                
                                            

INFO




+39 080 542 74 00
info@villaromanazzi.com







ROOMS




+39 080 918 47 04
booking@villaromanazzi.com







RESTAURANT




+39 080 918 47 09
ristorante@villaromanazzi.com







MEETING




+39 080 918 47 12
mice@villaromanazzi.com







WEDDING




+39 080 918 47 02
wedding@villaromanazzi.com







EVENTS




+39 080 918 47 02
banchetti@villaromanazzi.com
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					Username or email address *
									

				
					Password *
					
				


				

				
					
						 Remember me
					
										Log in
				

				
					Lost your password?
				


				
			

		



		
			
				Register


				
				
				
					Email address *
									


				
					A password will be sent to your email address.


				
				
I tuoi dati personali verranno utilizzati per supportare la tua esperienza su questo sito web, per gestire l'accesso al tuo account e per altri scopi descritti nella nostra privacy policy.
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